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ABSTRACT
The study of computer graphics as decision aids has become popular among MIS researchers
in the last several years. However, this area of research, like many others in management
information systems, has been plagued with methodological problems and contradictory find-
ings. In light of these difficulties, the current study examined the "tables versus graphs" con-
troversy within a learning environment. Seventy-five MBA students were exposed to one of
three experimental treatments and asked to develop financial forecasts for fictitious companies
over five experimental trials. Following their forecasts for each firm, participants were pro-
vided with feedback on the quality of their decisions. The information presentation treatments
were as follows:(l) traditional spreadsheet (tabular), (2) graphs using "standard" scaling,
and (3) graphs using " nonstandard" scaling. Results suggest that, although graphics may
initially demonstrate no advantage over tables, they do show an advantage i f decision makers
are repeatedly exposed to the novel format and given feedback on their performance. L. arn-
ing will occur even when improper scaling is used. The implication is that the effectiveness
of graphics as decision aids depends on practice. Researchers are encouraged to employ
repeated measures, or longitudinal, designs when examining the tables-versus-graphs con-
troversy.

Introduction display methods. Similar conflicting results have been
found when graphs and tables are compared for their

How to best display data to decision makers has been a effects on interpretation speed, user preference, and de-
concern to MIS researchers since Mason and Mitroff cision confidence (see Ives, 1982; MacDonald-Ross,
(1973) first noted the importance of "presentation 1977). Of a total of 7 studies dealing with the impact of
mode" in the design of information systems. A large por- graphics on decision quality, only one reports graphs to
tion of this research effort has centered on comparing the be superior to tables; 3 conclude that tables are superior
relative effectiveness of tables and graphs for the support to graphs, and 3 have found no difference between the
of problem solving activities in business settings. Interest two formats (see DeSanctis, 1984).
in "tables versus graphs" comparisons has intensified
during the past few years as sophisticated, easy-to-use Why is it that computer graphics are not proving to be
graphics technology has become incorporated into deci- more useful as tools for supporting decision making?
sion support systems. The underlying assumption in Several investigators who have found graphs to be fairly
these studies is that graphics should facilitate clearer per- ineffective in improving decision quality have postulated
ception of data relationships and trends over tables. that learning must occur before graphical output becomes

meaningful to people (c.g., Lusk & Kersnick, 1979;
The empirical research dealing with the effectiveness of Vernon, 1946). Business data traditionally has been dis-
graphs as decision aids has been quite controversial. played in tabular form. Consequently, decision makers
Several studies have found graphs to be easier to interpret simply lack the experience needed to properly interpret
than tables; others have found the reverse; and still others novel formats. This argument implies that practice in
report no difference in interpretation accuracy for the two viewing graphs might improve their meaningfulness to
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users and, over time, a performance advantage of graphs m Effective use of graphics in decision making re-
in contrast to tables could be observed. No empirical test quires learning. (a: Graphs will initially show no
of this hypothesis has been conducted, however. From an advantage over tables for decision quality; how-
experimental design perspective, the tables-versus- ever, the decision quality associated with graphs
graphs comparison needs to be made within a learning will be better than that with tables following prac-
environment. That is, people should be given the oppor- tice. (b): Graphs with standard scaling will initially
tunity to practice using graphical materials and be pro- show an advantage over graphs with nonstandard
vided with feedback on their performance. To date, scaling; however, the decision quality associated
studies of presentation format have uniformly examined with nonstandard graphs will be as good as that with
dependent measures at a single point in time rather than standard graphs following practice.
repeatedly over an extended time period.

The study aims to avoid some of the methodological
Beyond the learning issue, an additional factor which has weaknesses noted in other graphical studies (Jarvenpaa et
been discussed but not empirically examined for its al., 1985) by (a) utilizing a valid, reproducible task, (b)
importance in effective use of graphs is the degree of assuring high quality graphical materials, and (c) using a
standardization across decision aids. The use of "stan- multivariate approach to data analysis. In an effort to
dards" refers to the application of a set of predefined develop cumulative research, the study will build upon
rules that direct the construction of a graph with regard behavioral accounting research on the display of financial
to its components-such as size, color, shading, and scal- information.
ing. Establishment of standards for graphs has been
advocated as important for avoiding perceptual problems In the next section we summarize literature in the areas
and subsequent misinterpretation of graphically por- of learning, graphical standards, and accounting and dis-
trayed data (Cox, 1978). Like statistics, graphs have the cuss their relationship to our hypothesis and experimental
potential to "lie" about the data which they represent. design. We next describe the research methodology,
For example, a poor choice of scaling can lead a reader results, and implications for further study.
to overlook significant variations in data values or cause
"mountians to be made out ofmolehills." Guidelines for
scaling and other components of graphs have been devel-
oped over the years, primarily by graphics artists and Supporting Literature
statisticians. However, the importance and validity of
these standards have not yet been investigated-beyond LEARNING
"clinical" or casual observation. Moreover, it is un-
known whether users can visually adapt to, for example, Learning is defined by psychologists as a relatively per-
poor scaling if they encounter the problem on a regular manent change in behavior which occurs as a result of
basis. From a research design standpoint, studying stan- practice (Kimble, 1969). There are two aspects of human
dardization requires identification of proposed standards, learning. Development of "declarative knowledge"
followed by measurement of the relative impact on deci- means being able to recall or recognize information. A
sion performance of graphs which conform to or violate few studies have examined the impact of graphs on recall
those standards. The current study will focus on the role of information (Nawrocki, 1972; Watson & Driver,
of standard scaling in effective use of graphics, because 1983). In addition, several experiments have asked sub-
the existing graphics software provides great opportuni- jects to recognize data points in forced-choice questions
ties for users to violate scaling guidelines. following exposure to graphs (Powers, et al., 1981; De-

Sanctis and Dickson, 1985). In all studies to date, recall
The purpose of this study is to determine the importance and recognition instruments have relied exclusively on
of scaling standards and learning in effective use of subjects' verbal responses when capturing declarative
graphics as decision aids. Graphs which conform to and knowledge. Yet graphs also contain spatial knowledge.
violate recommended scaling standards will be compared In order to asssess acquisition of both spatial and verbal
to each other and to traditional tables for their effects on declarative knowledge, the current study will ask partici-
decision quality. In a laboratory environment, a series of pants to draw graphs after exposure, in addition to
experimental trials will be conducted in order to deter- answering multiple-choice questions.
mine if the effects of tables, standard graphs, and non-
standard graphs on decision making change as users are There has been much less attention given to the second
repeatedly exposed to these formats and given feedback aspect of learning, "procedural knowledge," in graphics
on their performance. The following hypothesis will be research. Procedural knowledge consists of the processes
examined: that use, or apply, declarative knowledge. Whereas
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declarative knowledge is "static," procedural knowl- tion formats (Otley & Dias, 1982). A popular experi-
edge is a cognitive skill or the ability to perform intellec- mental task has been to ask students (or others with
tual procedures (Anderson, 1980). In the context of deci- minimal knowledge of accounting) to recall and/or fore-
sion graphics, procedural knowledge refers to the skills cast a company's earnings based on historical data cori-
of extracting patterns and relationships presented in tained in spreadsheets or comparative income statements.
graphs and applying the extracted information to an In some cases novel formats have proved surprisingly
appropriate decision model or rule in order to reach an superior to traditional formats (e.g., Moriarity, 1979).
accurate decision. With the exception of the work of But in other cases subjects have performed best,.or
Olson (1975) on the acquisition of map-reading skills, equally as well, with traditional formats, even in cases
there has been no empirical study of the procedural where the novel formats should be superior theoretically
knowledge aspect of using graphics. Bettman and Zins (e.g., Brandon & Jarrett, 1977). Only one study has con-
(1979) have postulated that people may adapt format to sidered graphics as an alternative to traditional tables;
task if given the time-even if the format is "poor" (such Moriarity (1979) discovered that people can predict cor-
as with nonstandard scaling). Testing this kind of propo- porate bankruptcy better with Chernoff faces than with
sition is difficult because psychologists have done little tables. According to Brandon and Jarrett (1977), "stu-
research in procedural knowledge acquisition. The cur- dents are unfamiliar with formats that deviate from the
rent study will only be a first step in this direction, as we traditional statement forms and tend to disregard much of
examine behaviorally whether the procedural knowledge the informational content [contained in nontraditional
needed to use graphs in decision making can be acquired statement forms]" (p. 701). The implication is that learn-
with practice. ing may be important for effective use of nontraditional

displays of standard financial information.

STANDARDS

The need for the establishment of standards for graphics, Methodology
including scaling, has been discussed by many authors.
As early as 1916, Brinton demonstrated how easily SUBJECTS AND SAMPLING
people underestimate the relative importance of data if PROCEDURES
their judgments are based on "areas" rather than
"points." Graham (1937) found that people tend to over- Seventy-five MBA students enrolled in an introductory
estimate the length of vertical bar charts, and Vernon MIS course participated in the study. As part of their
(1946) suggested that people tend to focus on the "raw course, the students were given a choice of participating
picture" of a chart and ignore information in the titles in this project or an equivalent non-research project. All
and axes. If standards were applied to graphical scaling, participants were in the second year of their graduate pro-
this should alleviate perceptual problems, lower the time gram, and approximately 1/3 of the sample were em-
required for generating and reading graphs, and perhaps ployed full-time. On average, the students were 29 years
increase managerial acceptance of graphs as a formal old and had 4.4 years of full-time work experience in a
reporting method in organizations. The current study will business or administrative position.
consider two scaling standards: round numbers as inter-
val values on scales, and identical scales of measurement Subjects were randomly assigned to one of three treat-
on related charts. A "nonstandard graphics" experi- ment groups: (1) tabular, (2) standard graphics, and (3)
mental condition will be created by violating these guide- nonstandard graphics. The experiment required two
lines. The violation should cause the users of nonstandard hours of the subject's time. Data was collected in small
graphs to overstate variances in data values and en- groups of 440-7 students each, over a four-week period.
counter difficulties ift comparing data across charts.

THE EXPERIMENTAL TASK
ACCOUNTING

The experimental task and the measure of "decision
Accountants have long been interested in identifying quality" were developed based on the work of Brandon
effective methods of communicating financial informa- and Jarrett (1977, 1979), Pratt (1982), and others (Benja-
tion to potential investors, stockholders, and auditors. min & Strawser, 1974) who have studied display meth-
And recently there has been an interest in establishing ods for financial statements. Several pilot studies were
standard methods of graphically presenting financial conducted in order to refine the task, procedures, and
data. In studies of financial statement formats, traditional measurement instruments. A 2-page case writeup and a
statements have been compared with novel formats- set of reports were constructed for the experimental task.
such as forecast formats (Brandon & Jarrett, 1977), The case defined all the financial terms that subjects
extremely complex formats (Pratt, 1982), and aggrega- encountered in the task. The task required the subjects to
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read historical income and earnings per share statements MEASUREMENT OF DECISION
for each of 5 firms and develop forecasts of EPS for the QUALITY
fivE firms. A data set of historical sales volume and
expense information for five "companies" was gener- The experimental task required the subject to examine 16

ated using conventional "monte carlo" techniques. Both periods of historical data and then estimate revenue, cost

sales volume and expense variables were based on a of sales, other expenses, net income, and earnings per
linear time-series containing an error term. The error share for three years into the future for each of the five

term was calculated by multiplying a normal random companies. For each company, the subject's forecasts of

number for each year times a fixed standard deviation. earnings per share were compared to those values gener-

Sales volume data were used to determine revenue and ated by the monte carlo model (Accurate EPS) in the fol-
cost of goods sold information for 21 years, or periods; lowing manner:
expense data were generated for 21 years as well, and.
then net income and earnings per share figures were 3
derived for each of the 21 periods. The initial 16 years Forecast Error = E 1 Forecast EPS - Accurate EPS 1
were used as historical data, while the final 5 years com- n=] Accurate EPS
prised future data. 21 years of earnings data were gener-
ated in this way for five "companies." To assure equiva- Average Forecast Error = (Forecast Error) / 3

lency across the five firms, the normal random error Average Percent Forecast Error = Average Forecast
terms and relationships among variables in the simulation Error * 100
model were held constant across all companies. Only the
initial values for the first period sales and expenses, the The average percent forecast error was used as a measure
number of stockholder shares, and the price and cost ofthe subject's decision quality. This measure of forecast
charged per unit, were modified for each of the firms. error was selected to keep the research consistent with the

work on which it builds.

EXPERIMENTAL MANIPULATION
PROCEDURE

The experimental manipulations were the format used to
display the earnings data and practice in viewing a partic- Prior to the experimental task, subjects completed a
ular format. Traditional spreadsheets were used in the research participation consent form, an agreement to
"tabular" condition. Horizontal bar charts, with dollar keep the nature of the study confidential, and a personal
values appearing at the end of each bar, were used in the background questionnaire. As a performance incentive,
two graphical treatments. Horizontal bars were chosen subjects were informed that prize money of $50, $35,

over other formats because graphics experts argue for $25, and $10 would be awarded to the top four decision
their use for depicting financial trends and relationships makers on the experimental task. Following the case that
(Jarett, 1983). Six graphs were required for each of the described the experimental task, subjects were provided
5 companies. All graphs were prepared according to with the reports for each company. Twelve minutes were
guidelines proposed by Jarett (1983) for displaying finan- allotted to evaluate the reports for each firm and record
cial information. In the "standard graphics" condition, forecasts of revenues, expenses, income, and earnings-
values on the x-axis were in round numbers, and each per-share for three years into the future. After recording
graph was scaled according to the maximum revenue their forecasts for one company, subjects were provided
value for that convany. In the "nonstandard graphics" with feedback on the quality of their decisions by show-
condition, values on the x-axis were in nonround num- ing them the "accurate" (monte carlo) values, prior to
bers, and each graph was scaled according to the maxi- forecasting for the next company. After the first and last
mum dollar value for that graph. (In general, this led to trials, subjects were asked to rate their confidence in their
longer bars on the nonstandard graphs than on the stan- decisions and their satisfaction with the company reports

dard graphs, although both had the same dollar values on 7-point Likert scales.
labelled at the end of each bar.) The practice variable was
operationalized by exposing subjects to five experimental The experimental procedure as described was designed to
trials. The set of reports for each company constituted an capture the procedural knowledge gained by the subjects
experimental "trial." The order of presentation of the as they were repeatedly exposed to a particular method
five companies was randomized across subjects to con- of data display. Our interest was in detecting changes in
trol for "order effects." decision quality over time for each of the three experi-
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mental groups. At the end of the study, in order to resulted in the loss of degrees of freedom for the
explore possible differences in declarative knowledge MANOVA F test.
athong the three groups, an additional set of company
data was presented to the subjects; following develop- In order to detect changes in group performance over
ment of earnings forecasts, the subjects were asked to time, univariate F tests on decision quality were con-
draw the reports they had read from memory (as a recall ducted for each of the 5 trials (see Table 3). Significant
test) and to answer 13 multiple choice questions about the differences among the three treatment groups were
data (as a recognition test). It was hoped that the results observed in the fifth trial. A posteriori contrasts using
of these two tests would explain some of the observed dif- Scheffe's method indicated statistically significant differ-
ferences in decision quality across the three treatment ences between the tabular and standard graphics groups
groups. (T = 2.81, p=.006), and between the standard and non-

standard graphics groups (T=2.00, P=.049). Although
graphs were no more effective than tables at the begin-Results ning of the experiment, a performance advantage for
graphs emerged following practice. Paired (within sub-

Summary statistics for decision quality measures for each jects) t-tests were used to identify improvements in per-
of the three experimental groups are shown in Table la formance within each group over the experimental trials
and lb. Smaller scores correspond to better decision (see Table 4). No learning is evident in the tabular group;
quality, since decision quality was measured in terms of some indication of learning is evident in the nonstandard
the average percent forecast error. Because the homoge- graphics group; and there is clear indication of perfor-
neity of variance assumption necessary for ANOVA pro- mance improvement in the standard graphics group.
cedures was not met, the raw values for decision quality
were converted to a logarithmic scale and all subsequent Along with changes in decision quality, differences in
analyses performed on these transformed scores. Figure report satisfaction and decision confidence were ob-
1 shows plots of the mean decision quality scores for each served as the experiment progressed. At the end of the
group over the five experimental trials. Simple observa- first trial, the tabular group was significantly more con-
tion of the means suggests that minimal improvement in fident in their decisions than the two graphical treat-
performance occurred in the tabular group; there was a ments. Satisfaction with the reports was also higher in the
slight "learning curve" in the nonstandard graphics tabular group than in the other two groups following the
treatment and a steeper learning curve in the standard first trial (although this difference was not significant).
graphics group. However, by the end of the experiment, no significant

differences in ratings of satisfaction or confidence across
We began the data analysis by performing a multivariate the three groups were apparent. Thus, the greater confi-
analysis of variance (MANOVA) for repeated measures dence associated with using traditional spreadsheets was
(Table 2). Bartlett's test indicated that the assumption of no longer evident following practice in the forecasting
sphericity in the variance and covariance matrix was task. Ratings in the tabular group tended to decline over
satisfied (Chi square= 2.05, p=.92). No significant dif- time. Ratings in the standard and nonstandard graphical
ferences among the treatment groups were detected, and groups tended to improve over time although the im-
the test for a group by trial interaction was likewise non- provements were not significant. The increased confi-
significant. A significant trial effect was observed, how- dence in the graphical treatments suggests that subjects
ever, indicating a change in decision quality over time for felt they improved in task performance (i.e., they
all 3 groups combined. These MANOVA results must be learned).
interpreted with caution for several reasons. First of all,
the tests for group effects were performed on the average Responses to the 13-item recognition test and the free
decision quality across the 5 trials for each group; since recall test were next examined for possible indication of
all trials were equally weighted, differences in later trials differences in declarative knowledge acquisition across
of the experiment might not have been detected by the F the three treatment groups. The recognition test was
test. Second, the repeated measures MANOVA pre- similar to verbal " interpretation accuracy" measures
sumes independence of trials, and the use of feedback used in prior studies comparing tables with graphs and
between trials led to violation of this assumption; again, contained four types of questions distributed as follows:
the model is unable to detect learning effects. Finally,
there is the possibility of insufficient power; to be in- (a) 3 questions about trends in the earnings data over
cluded in the analysis each subject must have made 3 time
forecasts of EPS for each ofthe 5 trials. Although 75 sub- (b) 4 questions about variable relationships within a
jects participated in the study, missing data points chart
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Table la

Means (and Standard Deviations) for Decision Quality
across 5 Trials for 3 Treatment Groups

[Raw Scores]

Triall Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 Tria15 Tomi
Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean

Tabular 22.53 (21.5) 14.65 (10.2) 21.82 (28.9) 17.71 (21.6) 17.46 (21.0) 18.83

Standard Graphics 19.57 (17.7) 23.27 (32.9) 15.69 (25.8) 14.24 (17.7) 9.28 (8.83) 16.41

Nonstandard
Graphics 24.41 (23.3) 18.31 (19.2) 17.89 (15.8) 13.50 (10.5) 16.01 (19.8) 18.02

Total 22.17 18.74 18.47 15.15 14.25

Table lb

Means (and Standard Deviations) for Decision Quality
across 5 Trials for 3 Treatment Groups

[Transformed Scores]

Trial 1 Tn'al 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 Trial 5 Total
Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean

Tabular 1.19 (.41) 1.07 (.31) 1.09 (.45) 1.09 (.35) 1.11 (.32) 1.11

Standard Graphics 1.14 (.37) 1.11 (.48) .95 (.40) .98 (.37) .82 (.36) 1.00

Nonstandard
Graphics 1.26 (.32) 1.11 (.39) 1.08 (.40) 1.03 (.31) 1.03 (.38) 1.10

Total 1.20 1.10 1.04 1.03 .99
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Table 2

MANOVA Results for Tests of
Treatment Group, Trial, and Interaction Effects on Decision Quality

Source of Variation SS DF MS F Sig. of F

Within Groups 10.23 51 .201
Constant 291.77 1 291.77 1455
Group .696 2 .348 1.74 .186

R squared = .064

Source of Variation Wilkes Lambda Hypoth. DF Error DF F Sig.

Trial .756 4 48 3.87 .008*

Group by Trial .906 8 96 .607 .770

(c) 2 questions about variable relationships across performance differences in the three treatment groups.
charts We can postulate that graphs-in particular, standardized

(d) 4 questions about specific point values within a graphs-facilitate acquisition of a more complete 'pic-
chart ture' ofthe data which, in turn, encourages accurate fore-

casting. These conclusions should be regarded as tenta-
Scores for each of these 4 categories, as well as a global tive since the recall and recognition tests were performed
score, were computed for each subject. No significant for exploratory purposes and were not validated mea-
differences were observed for the 3 treatment groups on surement instruments.
any of these measures. The results lend little insight into
possible reasons for the observed differences in decision
quality among the three groups at the end of the experi-
ment. Discussion

Analysis of the free recall results were more interesting The findings of this study provide support for the notion
than those of the recognition test. The recall test was de- that learning is important for effective use of graphs as
signed to capture spatial declarative knowledge. Subjects decision aids. Graphs initially provided decision makers
were asked to "recreate the financial report which you with no meaningful advantage over tables. Practice in
Oust] read. Draw the report from memory . Put as using reports to make financial forecasts led to gradual
much detail in your drawing as you possibly can, includ- improvement in decision quality for the graphical treat-
ing labeling, headings, and numbers." In general, the ments but to no meaningful performance change for the
graphical groups were better able to reconstruct a report tabular treatment. After five experimental trials, forecast
than the tabular group. They were more likely to put accuracy was significantly better with graphs than with
labels or headings on the report and, in the standard tables.
graphics condition, were more likely to put specific num-
bers within the report. Over 30% of subjects in each The noteworthy finding in the current experiment is that
graphical treatment were able to put tick marks or exact the advantages of graphs may not be demonstrated behav-
numbers on the axis scales of their reports, and the iorally unless a learning process takes place. Of course,
majority also attempted to draw a legend for the graph. this may only be true in the case of MBA students with
These findings tend to contradict Vernon's (1946) approximately four years of work experience in business.
hypothesis that people attend more to the "raw picture" One must always be careful in generalizing the results of
of a graph than to the contextual details; rather, it seems laboratory experimentation. Nevertheless, the rather
that users of graphs can retain a great deal of detailed large sample size used in this study, and its reasonable
information-at least in a situation where they have had similarity to the population of practicing managers, sug-
practice in viewing similar graphs. The results of the free gests that graphs are in fact novel to many users and that
recall may provide some explanation for the observed their effective use in decision tasks will require an adjust-
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ment process. There seems to exist what Lusk and Kers- cognitive skills required to interpret graphical output,

nick (1979) called a "conditioning bond" toward tables, and techniques which might be used to hasten the learning

particularly in standard business reporting, and this process. The current experiment demonstrated that the

appears to take time to break down. knowledge necessary to use graphs in decision making

can be acquired with practice. However, within the con-

For researchers, a major implication of these results is fines of one study we cannot establish how long it takes

that the role of learning must be either manipulated or to adjust to graphics. Also, the shape of the performance

controlled when examining the tables-versus-graphs con- curves for the three groups is unknown for more distant

troversy. The best advice seems to be to employ designs points into the future (i.e., beyond trial 5); the curves for

with repeated measures and, where possible, observe the graphical treatments may decline, flatten out, or even

decision-related behaviors over a longer time period than merge together. Subjects with nonstandard graphs exhib-

the traditional 30 to 40-minute experimental session. The ited some learning during the experiment. Perhaps they

conclusions of the current study certainly would have would have improved if a greater number of experi-

been quite different had the experiment consisted of only mental trials had been given. The long run nature of the

one trial. Although it is unknown from the current study performance curves for each of the 3 groups would be

whether perfonnance improvement would have occurred very interesting to observe. In short, although repeated

without the use of feedback, the results still suggest that measures were used, the experiment is still limiting in

the failure of so many prior studies to detect performance that it provides us with only a "snapshot" ofthebehavior

advantages for graphs may have been due to the novelty we are seeking to understand.

of the presentation format to the subjects. It follows that
we must allow research subjects the opportunity to be- A second issue concerns the cognitive process experi-

come familiar with a novel technology before taking enced by users as they view graphical data. This ex-

measurements and forming conclusions regarding the periment only considered observable behavior, as evi-

effectiveness of that technology. denced in task performance. Subsequent research must

study what is learned in addition to how performance

An additional issue for researchers to consider relates to changes. That is, researchers must closely examine what

the measurement of knowledge acquisition by users of happens cognitively as a decision maker "learns" to use

graphical material. The usual approach has been to de- graphical tools. Once cognitive requirements for using

velop multiple choice and true/false questions; the total graphs are understood, techniques might then be de-

number of correct items is then calculated and mean per- veloped-that go beyond mere practice and feedback-

formance then compared for tabular and graphical treat- for improving accurate reading of graphs and their incor-

ment groups. Many studies have showed little support for poration into the decision process.

graphics using this type of measure. Different results
might be found if the items were grouped into categories In addition to the role of learning, the results of this study

according to content, such as "recognition of point suggest the importance of using standards when con-

values," "detection of trends," or "identification of structing the axis scales of graphs. Although violation of

relationships among variables." In other words, the re- scaling standards did not lower decision quality beyond

searcher should not assume that a custom-designed the level obtained with traditional spreadsheets, perfor-

instrument is unidimensional, capturing a construct mance in the task was consistently better with standard

loosely labelled "interpretation accuracy." Beyond this then with nonstandard scaling. Furthermore, although

problem, the researcher of presentation modes should the users of nonstandard graphs were able to exhibit some

also be concerned with the fundamental nature of instru- degree of learning, they were not able to adequately com-

ments used to assess declarative knowledge. Multiple pensate for scaling distortions within the time span of the

choice or fill-in questions are highly dependent on verbal experiment. The results imply that guidelines for graph

material. Yet graphs are, by their nature, spatial. Asking construction should indeed be followed when graphs are

subjects to draw what they recall, or to respond to visual developed for decision aiding purposes,

patterns rather than to words, may be a more appropriate
method for assessing the impact of graphs on recall and Further research might examine the importance of guide-

recognition of information. The difficulties of develop- lines for scaling and other graphical components beyond

ing and validating this type of measure are obvious, but those considered in this particular study. Guidelines simi-

the point is we must begin to explore more meaningful lar to those found in scaling are available for the color,

methods of assessing the impact of graphs on declarative size, and shading components of graphs. The effect of

knowledge acquisition. violation of proposed standards on perceptual distortion
and quality of decision making is in need of empirical

Further research effort is needed to determine the precise study. From a practical standpoint, it seems important to

nature of the learning curve associated with graphs, the conduct this kind of research within a learning environ-
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ment. If users can adapt to poor graph design, then the accuracy over that with traditional spreadsheets. Consid-
costly process of adding default procedures to software, erable work is needed, however, to understand the role
or training users in good design, may be avoidable. of learning in use of graphs and to develop standards for

presenting accounting information in graphical form.
As a final point, the current study suggests that financial Further work in graphs as a presentation method for stan-
reporting may be an appropriate application area for the dard accounting information appears to be a worthwhile
use of graphics. Income statements and historical earn- pursuit.
ings data displayed in graphical format improved forecast

Table 3

Summary of ANOVA Results for Tests of a
Treatment Group Effect on Decision Quality for

5 Experimental Trials

Decision Quality DF F Sig. of F

Trial 1 2,59 .494 .61

Trial 2 2,66 .085 .92

Trial 3 2,68 .856 .43

Trial 4 2,67 .658 .52

Trial 5 2,70 4.15 .02*

Table 4

Paired t-tests Within Each Treatment Group

Group Hypothesis N DF t Sig. of t

Tabular PERFl > PERF3 20 19 2.27 .13
PERF2 > PERF4 21 20 -.46 -
PERF3 > PERF5 23 22 -.11 -
PERFl > PERF5 20 19 .30 .38

Standard PERFI > PERF3 21 20 3.08 .025*
Graphics PERF2 > PERF4 21 20 1.35 .097

PERF3 > PERF5 22 21 1.14 .134
PERFl > PERF5 20 19 2.68 .007*

Nonstandard PERFl > PERF3 20 19 1.61 .069
Graphics PERF2 > PERF4 23 22 .84 .275

PERF3 > PERF5 23 22 .93 .182
PERFl > PERF5 20 19 2.62 .008*

Note: "PERF" refers to the performance measure, i.e., decision quality. The number
following PERF refers to a particular experimental trial.
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